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40

YEARS TRANSFORMING LIVES
1979 - 2019

ASV COMMUNITY

ASV- transforming lives!
- DALE PEACOCK, DIRECTOR

This 6th edition of WINGS, is centered around our 40th anniversary celebrations. While
every anniversary is significant in itself, some, like the 25th, 40th, 50th, 60th are considered
important milestones and celebrated with that much more vigour and gaiety. Ours was no
less.
An important part of the celebration was recognizing and appreciating all the members of
the community especially those staff who have dedicated 25 or more years of their lives to
ASV. Considering the kind of hard work and commitment required to do this kind of work
and that too with the comparatively low financial emoluments, once again I wish to mention
a special word of thanks and appreciation to them.
We continue on our mission towards alleviating suffering and enabling our clientele to live
as productive members of society. This by no stretch of imagination is an easy task but we
stick with it and continue in our quest to find new and innovative ways to help. This is what
motivates and keeps us going.
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Our 40th
Anniversary Celebration
-

UMASHANKAR D.G

A mile stone event in the history of Athma
Shakti Vidyalaya, and it is my privilege to pen
down this write up. We had Dr.C.A.Kishore –
Medical Director and Consultant Ayurveda
physician

and

Ms.

A.

Saraswati

M.A.

Psychology with PG Diploma in Counseling,
grace the occasion as Chief Guests. A short
film on the history of ASV took us down
memory lane and made everyone nostalgic.
Staff felicitation was another highlight of the
occasion. Speeches by parents, residents and
ex residents were inspiring. This was followed
by a short cultural program put up by our
residents. The skit
-Phone Mania on the implications of mobiles
in our current day life and the “Lungi dance”
by our boys were well applauded. Overall it
was an event of joy and pride which brought
all the community members, families and
friends together.
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Gadget Addiction - Slows down treatment
DALE PEACOCK
A common question prospective clients ask when

Children, especially those who are used to getting

they come for the initial interview is if they can

what they want, will not learn how to handle

keep their gadgets like laptop, mobile etc. When

themselves when they don’t get what they want.

we answer that there are specified “gadget

Instead they throw tantrums and even escalate

timings “when they can be used, many, including

just to manipulate their parents. This is a very

the parents, negotiate for them to be allowed to

important part of parenting and must begin from

keep it or if not, to have longer duration access to

early childhood.

it. Some even forfeit their treatment because of

For young parents who are just starting, it would

this!

help to delay exposure to such gadgets for as

This is quite alarming because they have the

long as possible. It is very important from infancy

same attitude when it comes to other matters like

not to give children gadgets just

daily routine, food, education, work, family etc.

to get them to eat or to be quiet. One can’t blame

They would only consider these provided their

the child if it refuses to eat without watching

demands, especially regarding their gadgets are

cartoons and nursery rhymes because the parents

met. Many children hold the parents to ransom

have given them this habit. Age appropriate

and blame them for their problems. Parents and

gadget times should be set for all, including the

other family members live in constant fear of

parents which must be strictly followed. It makes

displeasing the person, who knowing this, takes

it a lot easier for children to accept when they see

full advantage and lives an unproductive life. The

their parents practicing this. But, the current

longer they are allowed to remain in their comfort

problem many families are facing is the inability

zone, the more the resistance to take help or

to set any reasonable gadget timings

treatment. The whole family is stuck.

because the person has become addicted to these
gadgets. When all attempts to reach a practical

Many such families seek our help but we do not

solution fail, then the family has no option but to

admit them by force because as a treatment

send them for treatment.

centre, we can only admit those persons who
acknowledge they have a problem and are open

The problem becomes more complicated if the

to taking help.

I understand the family's’

person also has mental illness and refuses to take

predicament and feel very sad for them but with

treatment if not allowed to keep their gadgets. As

over 40 years experience backing us, we know

mentioned earlier, it is indeed very sad that they

that forced admissions are a definite no win

are willing to forego treatment because of this.

situation for all concerned. Parents have to say

For such people it would be best to attend to the

‘no’ instead of giving in to all their children’s

addiction problem first and then suggest a

demands.

suitable rehab centre to address their mental
health issues.
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Young minds are vulnerable and sensitive to the
changes in their surroundings
IB
By changes we can say factors such as parental

Generally for one the main symptoms are

and peer pressures, pressures to live up to

isolation, withdrawal and mood fluctuations.

expectations, inner sensitivities and faster

There are some who are suffering but are not

changing surroundings. For a young mind it is

detected. According to the ecclesiastical school

very important for him to have a comforting

pf thought they are known as gastric patients

environment – of a guiding and nurturing

that is patients who show no symptoms

nature. There are times when you may make

detectable for psychological disorder, but are

mistakes in life but you can work out an

suffering from psychological disorders.

opportunity in it. Sometimes it may be hard on
you but it is no reason to escape by means of

Such patients are best identified by their

substance abuse.

sleeping habits. They develop phobias, easily

For a healthy mind as defined by WHO, it is

finding excuses to ward off their duties and

necessary to have a sound mental, physical,

daily life responsibilities, cannot follow the

social and spiritual well-being. It is necessary as

conditioned norm of ËARLY TO BED, EARLY TO

a psychologist to help a human being deal with

RISE”

and channelize his symptoms.
Such patients must be brought under family
There are certain behavioural issues that come

care. ASV is providing this care to a number of

up with non-acceptance of the changing

such patients who otherwise face rejections

environment, such as anger, intolerance, OCD,

from other homes and schools of psychiatry.

attitude problems etc and certain mental
problems also such as paranoia, schizophrenia,
depression, personality disorders, etc. There
are many outlets for youth to come to terms
such as consulting a psychologist, meditation,
sports, and stress busters to come out of
mental illness.

What’s the difference between a psychiatrist and a psychologist?
If you say, ‘ I hate my mother ‘ a psychiatrist will ask, ‘ why do you say that?’, where as a
psychologist will say, ‘thank you for sharing that with us’

“ALONE, WE CAN DO SO LITTLE;
TOGETHER, WE CAN DO SO MUCH”

COMMUNITY
ACTIVITIES
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Women

are

fast

emerging

as

a

force

to

be

reckoned with in what was, till recently, a maledominated world. It is said that God created man
on the 6th day and to support him he carved out
woman from one of his ribs. Women’s day falls on
the 8th of March and is celebrated all over. The
United Nations have put this day aside to celebrate
women empowerment. A lot of initiatives have
been taken all over the world for empowering
women

beyond

her

roles

as

mother,

sister,

associate, daughter-in-law etc. To name a few:
SAHELI, ASHA, JNANI YOJANA etc. We today live at
a time in which women are given due respect and
attention.
Women

in

India

have

also

started

making

significant contributions in various
fields outside the four walls of their homes.
- IB

“She is clothed with strength and dignity, and she laughs without fear of
the future.”

- Proverbs 31:25

BOY'S GROUP OUTING
Boy’s group visited Chickmagalur last year for 2
days. Sites we visited were the famous temple
Chenna Kesava at Belur and the Kera falls in
Chickmagalur. Apart from this the spot shooting

COMMUNITY
ACTIVITIES

point and places like Baba Budangiri, Mulhaihana
giri

and

Honnammadevi

falls

in

and

around

Chickmagalur. Also celebrated Roddy’s birthday at
the base of Mulliahanagiri in the backdrop of hills
and a Shiva temple. We returned to Bangalore in
the evening of April 12th. The
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trip was good and a change much needed. Look
forward to more like this.
-

A N

INTER NGO MENTAL HEALTH FEST
– 2019 @ RFS
On 16th October 2019 ASV (Athma Shakti Vidyalaya)
took part in the Inter NGO Mental Health Fest
organized by RFS (Richmond Fellowship Society).

COMMUNITY
ACTIVITIES

The competition was organized by RFS and the
theme of the competition was “Suicide Prevention
“.

The

communities

competition

were

that

participated

MPA

(Medico

in

the

Pastoral

Association), ASV (Athma Shakti Vidyalaya), RFS
(Richmond

Fellowship

Society),

NIMHANS

and

CADABAMS. The competition was divided into two
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parts - the first part was a dance competition and
the second part was a quiz competition. ASV won
the first prize in the quiz and secured second
position in the dance competition.

COMMUNITY SPORTS DAY
(SCHIZOPHRENIA DAY)
World Schizophrenia Day aims to bring awareness
about this mental disorder and reduce stigma
towards those affected by the condition. We as a
community at ASV celebrated Schizophrenia Day

COMMUNITY
ACTIVITIES

by playing around with a lot of sports. Sports were
chosen to celebrate World Schizophrenia Day,
because ASV believes physical activity is also as
important as mental activity. This sports day aims
to remind everyone that sport is important for
developing a healthy mind & body. Each year this
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day is celebrated with great preparation by our
staff and kids. During this time, all the kids and
staff were divided into three groups - Dream
Catchers, Shooting Stars & Mind Readers. Our first
game was water rally which was won by the
Shooting

Stars

team.

For

the

second

game

everyone had to shake their bodies. Well, please
don’t misunderstand! It was a hoop game!
Shooting Stars took the hat trick in the Banana
race too. The word, “Banana” reminded me to
mention the most important thing that was the
special yummy lunch that was organized. All that
from our kitchen staff who made the delicious
lunch for tired souls. After lunch we had two more
games - Balloon train & trust building, Mind
Readers & Dream Catchers bagged the first &
second place respectively. Everyone gave their 100
% and each one received their prizes with smiles
on their faces which were further broadened by
the high tea that followed. We all as a community
enjoyed ourselves to the fullest.
- Sukanya Amar
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DIWALI
This year the community celebrated
Diwali by focusing on spreading light
and warmth amongst us and our friends
and families.
No fireworks or crackers as we are
against pollution and wish to safeguard
our environment.

CHRISTMAS
Christmas celebrations, like every year
were
grandly
celebrated
in
the
community. Clients and staff came
together to celebrate the joy of
Christmas with Santa giving gifts, and
lots of goodies which brought a smile on
each face
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INTERNSHIP 2019 - 2020
Umashankar D.G
Getting back to conducting internship

The internship has proven to be very

programe was exiting, challenging and

fruitful. What we really love about it is the

strenuous after a year’s gap.

amount of personal work we do as well as
the supervision we receive. Additionally,

Began

with

a

weeklong

internship

the

entire

community

has

been

very

program for post graduate Psychology

welcoming. We enjoy our time in the peer

students

Sales

group thoroughly. Athma Shakti has been

College, Bangalore, 16 of them during the

the closest to the epitome of ideal Mental

month of October-2019.

health practice and it’s an
honour to experience such
service.

from

St.

Francis

De

Bringing down a programme usually
conducted for a period of five months
into

a

weeklong

one

was

quite

challenging but very gratifying by the
end of the programme.
Started

with

Postgraduate

Christ
Clinical

University
Psychology

students, a batch of 10 from the 6th Nov
2019.
Found myself in tune as I went along.
I

let

the

interns

pen

down

their

experience this time for a change and
here is what the interns expressed……
.

an

Interns
(Batch of 2019)
CHRIST DEEMED TO BE UNIVERSITY

authentic
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HOW TO BUILD UP CONFIDENCE WITHIN YOU
Pradeepa

Confidence (Vs) Fear: The more you feel
fear, the less confident you feel. The
more you feel confident, the less fear
you feel. Change your thoughts and
change your feelings.
Sow the seeds of confident thoughts into
your garden of the mind every single
day.
Think and feel like you are a confident
person. Fake it till you make it
Appreciate yourself every time when you
accomplish those tiny goals that you set
for yourself.
Take that one single brave step towards
your dream. Confidence comes in the
making of your progress.
Don’t compare yourself with anyone
else. You’re unique.
Challenge yourself for further
improvement. Set achievable goals and
appreciate yourself as you achieve them.
This will boost your confidence and
impact your personality positively.
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TALK

SRK

Talking is good with others,
As much as it is with friends,
Who can share their feelings?
It is a happy moment to smile,
And have a friend near you,
It makes you laugh about things,
That can make you feel high,
That can be one of winning a prize,
Or getting praise for your deeds,
That can be contentful to satisfy,
It can make you think about others,
When you can be friendly to others,
It can make you feel sad,
When you miss something that is dear,
And makes you fall apart from others,
Like craving for chocolates and cakes,
That make you feel bitter,
About yourself and others,
When memories bring thoughts,
That can be one of loss or tears,
Which make you helpless before others.

MY ASV EXPERIENCE
Gurpreet Singh

I have completed my 3 months training at ASV. I
have tried to write down my experience in these
few words. Being a psychiatric social worker it has
been a great exposure to a therapeutic community
approach (TCA) here in ASV. Before this I just had
theoretical understanding about TCA. But here I
have undergone all the aspects in a practical
manner. Less medication and more therapy is
helping clients in many ways who are undergoing
rehabilitation here. They are quite aware about
their illness (which is called insight in psychiatric
terminology) and are able to control their
emotions even during psychotic phases.
Professionalism is maintained with a high quality
of services provided to all clients. I have personally
observed and learned all these key points that are
professional and special at ASV community. Apart
from this, ASV gives opportunities to young
professionals to intern as trainees, learn and give
back to society and their professions. I want to
thank ASV community for giving me an opportunity
for a period of 3 months which has helped my
growth.
With lots of love and thanks.
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Thank you

“Thank you to all our well-wishers, friends & family,
for being an important part of our 40 years journey,
and for your continuing support.”
- all at ASV Community

